
Wood Shutters

•  Eight colors have been added, including more greys and taupes.

•   Custom color and competitive color matching are available. 

Refer to the price list for details.

•   All paints and stains cross over to the Traditions Wood Blinds 

program for a whole-home solution.

•   The updated Hide-A-Tilt™ design features a thicker and stronger 

tilt bar that is powder-coat painted and available in two colors—

White and Steel Grey.

•   The updated  Hide-A-Tilt design also has a tighter tolerance on 

the screw holes, allowing for tighter louver closure.

•  Double-hung shutters offer flexible light control and privacy.

•   Now offering aligning catches and L-brackets for improved 

installation on double-hung shutters, wide shutters with T-posts, 

and café shutters. Available in five finishes: White, Off White, 

Satin Nickel, Oil Rubbed Bronze, and Antique Brass.

•   100% of our wood shutters are North American hardwood, 

purchased from foresters who practice “sustained yield forestry 

management”—mostly in the Great Lakes and Appalachian areas. 

We live up to our reputation of having the best timber in the industry.

•   We have control over the quality of wood used—and we 

control the entire process from freshly cut green lumber to 

finished shutters. Because we take care of the hardwood from 

start to finish, we ensure your customers get a finely crafted, 

sustainably sourced product of which they can be proud.

Composite Shutters

 •   Single panels can now be as wide as 36" for wider windows, 

which provides a clearer view to the outdoors.

•  Panels wider than 30" have aluminum-reinforced louvers for stability.

•   A more robust joint design allows for wider panels and reduced 

sag without changing the look of the panel when closed.

•   The updated Hide-A-Tilt design features a thicker and stronger 

tilt bar that is powder-coat painted and available in two colors—

White and Steel Grey.

•   The updated  Hide-A-Tilt design also has a tighter tolerance on 

the screw holes, allowing for tighter louver closure.

•  Double-hung shutters offer flexible light control and privacy.

•   Now offering aligning catches and L-brackets for improved 

installation on double-hung shutters, wide shutters with T-posts, 

and café shutters. Available in five finishes: White, Off White, 

Satin Nickel, Oil Rubbed Bronze, and Antique Brass.

•   All three colors cross over to the Traditions Composite Blinds 

program for a whole-home solution.
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